
TERMS AND CONDITIONS EUROPCAR-PERU 

Tax: 

Peru IGV 18% 

Airport Surcharge: 

USD $5.90for each rental that begins or returns within the Alejandro Velasco Astete 
Airport of Cusco-Peru. 

Age: 

The minimum age of the driver is 18 years (considered as a young driver with a 
surcharge of USD $5.90), from 20 years old onwards without surcharge. 

Minimum experience of one year. 

Additional driver: 

With the renter's consent, the vehicle can be driven by other people, for an additional 
cost of USD $5.90 per day, presenting a valid driver's license at the time of picking up 
the vehicle. 

Card rental deposit: 

The deposits will vary depending on the type of vehicle and the insurance purchased 
by the customer.  

Protections: 

The rates include basic insurance, where in case of damage to the vehicle (collisions 
and/or thefts), an assessment will be made that the customer will have to assume. In 
case of total loss, the deductible payment will be equivalent to 20% of the total cost of 
the vehicle. 

Price and deductible amount for each type of protection as follows: 

• CDW: USD $15.00 to $32.00 per day with a deductible of USD $1650 to $6000. 

• THW: USD $16.50 to $19.00 per day with a deductible of USD $1600 to $5950. 

• LDW: USD $30.00 to $47.00 per day with a deductible of USD $1500 to $2500. 

• MEDIUM: USD $50.00 to 70.00 per day with a deductible of USD $850 to $1000 

• PREMIUM: USD $55.00 to $70.00 per day with a 0 excess 

RSA - Roadside assistance: If towing or immediate assistance from an external 
mechanic is needed, the client will be responsible for the expenses incurred. 

Accidents 

Otherwise, the customer's credit card will be charged the full values of the own- and 
third-party damages and the charge for total loss of the vehicle, applicable up to the 
protection deductible. 



In the event of an accident involving the vehicle, the National Police (105) must be 
contacted or informed before the vehicle is moved, and a police report and/or 
complaint must be filed within 2 to 3 hours of the incident. 

If these documents cannot be obtained, then the customer is responsible for all 
damages incurred. Obtaining these documents will be the responsibility of the client.  

Failure to comply with the terms and conditions of the rental contract (for example, if 
the vehicle is misused, driven recklessly or under the influence of alcohol or drugs or 
not reported to EUROPCAR within 2 to 3 hours after the accident occurred, among 
others.), the client will lose any protection selected and you will be responsible for the 
full cost of repair and/or replacement of the vehicle.  

None of the protections described above cover traffic violations, loss of personal 
property, the cost will be the sole responsibility of the client, or judicial or extrajudicial 
costs. When the client rents a car from Europcar, he or she is responsible for returning 
the vehicle in the same condition in which it was delivered. 

Roadside assistance: 

Included at no cost within Cusco City. There will be a cost if assistance takes place 
outside the city. Emergency telephone number 24 hours a day: +51 984139681 / +51 
974907727 / +51 984843835 

Vehicle replacement: 

Vehicle replacement is subject to availability and must be requested from the rental 
station. Depending on the responsibility (company or client), a new security deposit 
may be required for the replacement vehicle. 

Traffic violations: 

All costs incurred as a result of fines or other sanctions (imposed by the traffic police 
or any other legal authority) that occur during the rental, will be the responsibility of 
the client. 

Delivery / Return: 

Free of charge at the Cusco Central Office within established hours. Other times and 
areas will be charged with an additional cost for delivery and return as requested. 

Driver's license: 

A valid national or international driver's license must be presented at the time of 
picking up the vehicle. Foreign clients can drive with their local license from their 
country for 3 months without needing an international license. 

Fuel, water, oil, tires: 

Gasoline-Premium or Diesel-Petroleum fuel will be used as appropriate to the type of 
vehicle, all our units are delivered with a full tank of fuel at the time of pick-up. At the 
end of the rental, the client must return the vehicle with a full tank of fuel; otherwise, 
restocking charges will apply. The fuel rate applied is + 35% of a regular service station. 



The lessee is responsible for verifying with Europcar staff that the vehicle is delivered 
with the appropriate water and oil levels, as well as the correct tire pressure at the time 
of vehicle pickup. 

Kilometers: 

Unlimited kilometers apply only to the Cusco branch. 

One-way surcharge: 

The surcharge will be based on the distance in kilometers between cities, with a rate 
of USD 0.66 per kilometer. This option is available for certain cities in Peru: 

1) National: CUSCO-LIMA / CUSCO-PUNO / CUSCO-AREQUIPA / CUSCO-PUERTO 
MALDONADO CUSCO-TACNA. 

2) International: Not allowed. 

Pay: 

Payment terms are negotiated at the time of rental, where credit and debit card 
payments are preferable. The Rental Payment will be charged directly at the time of 
vehicle pick-up. All credit and debit cards are accepted: Visa, American Express, 
MasterCard and Diners. 

Additional charges: 

Applicable for extra requirements such as navigation system (GPS), baby/toddler 
seats or any other additional requirements. If special cleaning is required when 
returning the car, a charge of between USD $10-60 will apply. 

Vehicle use: 

The lessee agrees not to allow anyone to drive the rented vehicle unless authorized by 
Europcar. The renter agrees that neither he nor any of the additional drivers listed will 
use the vehicle to push, pull or tow objects, compete in races, perform trick driving, 
reckless driving, drive on third-order roads (of unpaved land), teach driving, or rent 
the vehicle without Europcar's permission. Failure to do so will make the customer 
responsible for paying any resulting charges for damages, penalties, fines and effects 
incurred. 

Early returns and pre-payments: 

If the renter, for any reason, returns the vehicle before the agreed rental period, he will 
not be entitled to a refund for unused days. No refund will be provided if the customer 
does not pick up the vehicle at the rental pickup time and has not previously canceled 
the rental contract. 

Cancellation fees (for pre-paid reservations): 

• Cancellations with more than 48 hours' notice, free of charge • Cancellations with 
less than 48 hours, USD $50 (or the total rental price, if the value is less). 

No Show Surcharge (for prepaid or pay-on-pickup rates): 

• USD $95 charged in case of "No Show" (or the total rental price if the value is lower) 


